Predicting the future health information of patients from the historical Electronic Health Records (EHR) is a core research task in the development of personalized healthcare. Patient EHR data consist of sequences of visits over time, where each visit contains multiple medical codes, including diagnosis, medication, and procedure codes.
INTRODUCTION
Electronic Health Records (EHR), consisting of longitudinal patient health data, including demographics, diagnoses, procedures, and medications, have been utilized successfully in several predictive modeling tasks in healthcare [9] [10] [11] 31] . EHR data are temporally sequenced by patient medical visits that are represented by a set of high dimensional clinical variables (i.e., medical codes). One critical task is to predict the future diagnoses based on patient's historical EHR data, i.e., diagnosis prediction. When predicting diagnoses, each patient's visit and the medical codes in each visit may have varying importance. us, the most important and challenging issues in diagnosis prediction are:
• How to correctly model such temporal and high dimensional EHR data to signi cantly improve the performance of prediction; • How to reasonably interpret the importance of visits and medical codes in the prediction results. In order to model sequential EHR data, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have been employed in the literature for deriving accurate and robust representations of patient visits in diagnosis prediction task [10, 11] . RETAIN [11] and GRAM [10] are two state-ofthe-art models utilizing RNNs for predicting the future diagnoses. RETAIN applies an RNN with reverse time ordered EHR sequences, while GRAM uses an RNN when modeling time ordered patient visits. Both models achieve good prediction accuracy. However, they are constrained by the forgetfulness associated with models using RNNs, i.e. RNNs cannot handle long sequences e ectively. e predictive power of these models drops signi cantly when the length of the patient visit sequences is large. Bidirectional recurrent neural networks (BRNNs) [24] , which can be trained using all available input information in the past and future, have been used to alleviate the e ect of the long sequence problem, and improve the predictive performance.
However, it is infeasible to interpret the outputs of models incorporating either RNNs or BRNNs. Interpretability is crucial in the healthcare domain, as it can lead to the identi cation of potential risk factors and the design of suitable intervention mechanisms. Non-temporal models such as Med2Vec [9] generate easily interpretable low-dimensional representations of the medical codes, but do not account for the temporal nature of the EHR data.
To model the temporal EHR data and interpret the prediction results simultaneously, a ention-based neural networks can be applied, which aim to learn the relevance of the data samples to the task. For example, RETAIN [11] employs location-based a ention to predict the future diagnosis. It calculates the a ention weights for a visit at time t, using the medical information in the current visit and the hidden state of the recurrent neural network at time t, to predict the visit at time t +1. It ignores the relationships between all the visits from time 1 to time t. We believe that accounting for all the past visit information may help the predictive models to improve the accuracy and provide be er interpretation.
To tackle all the aforementioned issues and challenges, we propose an e cient and accurate diagnosis prediction model (Dipole) using a ention-based bidirectional recurrent neural networks for learning low-dimensional representations of the patient visits, and employ the learned representations for future diagnosis prediction.
e learned representations are easily interpretable, and can also be used to learn how important each visit is to the future diagnosis prediction. Speci cally, it rst embeds the high dimensional medical codes (i.e., clinical variables) into a low code-level space, and then feeds the code representations into an a ention-based bidirectional recurrent neural network to generate the hidden state representation.
e hidden representation is fed through a so max layer to predict the medical codes in future visits. We experiment with three types of a ention mechansims: (i) location-based, (ii) general, and (iii) concatenation-based, to calculate the a ention weights for all the prior visits for each patient. ese mechanisms model the inter-visit relationships, where the a ention weights represent the importance of each visit.
We demonstrate that the proposed Dipole achieves signi cantly higher prediction accuracy when compared to the state-of-the-art approaches in diagnosis prediction, using two datasets derived from Medicaid claims data. A case study is conducted to show that the proposed model accurately assigns varying a ention weights to past visits. We evaluate the interpretability of the learned representations through qualitative analysis. Finally, we illustrate the reasonableness of employing bidirectional recurrent neural networks to model temporal patient visits. In summary, our main contributions are as follows:
• We propose Dipole, an end-to-end, simple and robust model to accurately predict the future visit information and reasonably interpret the prediction results, without depending on any expert medical knowledge.
• Dipole models patient visit information in a time-ordered and reverse time-ordered way and employs three a ention mechanisms to calculate the weights for previous visits.
• We empirically show that the proposed Dipole outperforms existing methods in diagnosis prediction on two large real world EHR datasets.
• We analyze the experimental results with clinical experts to validate the interpretability of the learned medical code representations.
e rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the connection of the proposed approaches to related work. Section 3 presents the details of the proposed Dipole. e experimental results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
is section reviews the existing work for mining Electronic Healthcare Records (EHR) data. In particular, we focus on the state-of-theart models on diagnosis prediction task. We also introduce some work using a ention mechanisms.
EHR Data Mining
Mining EHR data is a hot research topic in healthcare informatics. e tackled tasks include electronic genotyping and phenotyping [5, 16, 19, 32] , disease progression [12, 26, 27, 33] , adverse drug event detection [21] , diagnosis prediction [9-11, 25, 31] , and so on. In most tasks, deep learning models can signi cantly improve the performance. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) can be used for modeling multivariate time series data in healthcare with missing values [6, 18] . Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are used to predict unplanned readmission [23] and risk [7] with EHR. Stacked denoising autoencoders (SDAs) are employed to detect the characteristic pa erns of physiology in clinical time series data [5] .
Diagnosis prediction is an important and di cult task in healthcare. Med2Vec [9] aims to learn the representations of medical codes, which can be used to predict the future visit information.
is method ignores long-term dependencies of medical codes among visits. RETAIN [11] is an interpretable predictive model, which employs reverse time a ention mechanism in an RNN for binary prediction task. GRAM [10] is a graph-based a ention model for healthcare representation learning, which uses medical ontologies to learn robust representations and an RNN to model patient visits. Both RETAIN and GRAM apply a ention mechanisms and improve the prediction performance.
Compared with the aforementioned predictive models, the proposed approaches not only employ bidirectional neural networks when modeling visit information but also design di erent a ention mechanisms to assign di erent weights for the past visits. Relying on these two properties, the proposed Dipole can improve the prediction performance signi cantly and interpret the meanings of medical codes reasonably.
Attention-based Neural Networks
A ention-based neural networks have been successfully used in many tasks [1, 2, 13, 14, 17, 20, 28, 29] . Speci cally for neural machine translation [2, 20] , given a sentence in the original language (i.e., original space), RNNs were adopted to generate the word representations in the sentence h 1 , · · · , h |S | , where |S | is the number of words in this sentence. In order to nd the t-th word in the target language (or target space), a weight α ti , i.e., a ention score, is assigned to each word in the original language.
en, a context vector c t = |S | i =1 α ti h i is calculated to predict the t-th word in the target language. However, diagnosis prediction task is di erent from the language translation task as all the visits for each patient are in the same space.
METHODOLOGY
In this section, we rst introduce the structure of EHR data and some basic notations. en we describe the details of the proposed Dipole neural network. Finally, we describe the interpretation for the learned code representations and visit representations.
Basic Notations
We denote all the unique medical codes from the EHR data as c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c | C | ∈ C, where |C| is the number of unique medical codes. Assuming there are N patients, the n-th patient has T (n) visit records in the EHR data.
e patient can be represented by a sequence of visits
, is denoted by a binary vector x t ∈ {0, 1} | C | , where the i-th element is 1 if V t contains the code c i . Each diagnosis code can be mapped to a node of the International Classi cation of Diseases (ICD-9) 1 , and each procedure code can be mapped to a node in the Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) 2 . Below we use a simple example to illustrate the problem.
ere are two diagnosis codes: 250 (Diabetes mellitus) and 254 (Diseases of thymus gland), and one procedure code 11720 (Debride nail, 1-5) in the whole dataset, i.e., |C| = 3. If the medical codes in the t-th patient visit are 250 and 254, then
Both ICD-9 and CPT systems are coded hierarchically, which means that each medical code has a "parent", i.e., category label. For example, the diagnosis codes 250 and 254 belong to the same category Diseases of other endocrine glands, and the procedure code 11720 is in the category Surgical procedures on the nails. us, each visit V t has a corresponding coarse-grained category representation t ∈ {0, 1} | G | , where |G| is the unique number of categories. In the above example, |G| = 2, and t = [1, 0]. For simplicity, we describe the proposed algorithm for a single patient and drop the superscript (n) when it is unambiguous. e input of the proposed Dipole model is a time-ordered sequence of patient visits.
Model
e goal of the proposed algorithm is to predict the (t + 1)-th visit's category-level medical codes. Figure 1 shows the high-level overview of the proposed model. Given the visit information from time 1 to t, the i-th visit's medical codes x i can be embedded into a vector representation v i . e vector v i is fed into the Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (BRNN) [24] , which outputs a hidden state h i as the representation of the i-th visit. Along with the set of hidden states {h i } t −1 i =1 , we are able to compute the relative importance vector α t for the current visit t. Subsequently, a context state c t is computed from the relative importance α t and {h i } t −1 i =1 . is procedure is known as a ention model [2] , which will be detailed in the following sections. Next, from the context state c t and the current hidden state h t , we can obtain an a entional hidden statẽ h t , which is used to predict the category-level medical codes appearing in the (t + 1)-th visit, i.e.,ˆ t . e proposed neural network can be trained end-to-end. 
Visit Embedding
Given a visit x i ∈ {0, 1} | C | , we can obtain its vector representation v i ∈ R m as follows:
where m is the size of embedding dimension, W ∈ R m× | C | is the weight matrix of medical codes, and b c ∈ R m is the bias vector. ReLU is the recti ed linear unit de ned as ReLU(v) = max(v, 0), where max() applies element-wise to vectors. e reason we employ the recti ed linear unit as the activation function is that ReLU enables the learned vector representations to be interpretable [9] .
Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) provide a very elegant way of modeling sequential healthcare data [10, 11] . However, one drawback of RNNs is that the prediction performance will drop when the length of the sequence is very large [24] . In order to overcome this drawback, we employ Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks (BRNNs) in the proposed model which can be trained using all the available input visits' information from two directions to improve the prediction performance. Note that we use "RNNs" to denote any Recurrent Neural Networks variant dealing with the vanishing gradient problem [3] , such as Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [15] and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [8] . In our implementation, we use GRU to adaptively capture dependencies among patient visit information. A BRNN consists of a forward and backward RNN. e forward RNN − → f reads the input visit sequence from x 1 to x T and calculates a sequence of forward hidden states (
is the dimensionality of hidden states). e backward RNN ← − f reads the visit sequence in the reverse order, i.e., from x T to x 1 , resulting in a sequence of backward hidden states (
By concatenating the forward hidden state − → h i and the backward one ← − h i , we can obtain the nal latent vector representation as
). Note that the future visit information is only used when training the model. Only the past visit information is provided to predict the future visits during the testing phase.
Attention Mechanism
In diagnosis prediction task, the nal goal is to predict the categorylevel medical codes of the (t + 1)-th visit, i.e., t , according to the visits from x 1 to x t . e output of the t-th visit x t (h t ) is the estimated vector representation of the (t + 1)-th visit. However, it may contain partial visit information to be predicted. us, how to derive a context vector c t that captures relevant information to help predict the future visit t is the key issue.
ere are three methods that can be used to compute the context vector c t :
• Location-based A ention. A location-based a ention function is to calculate the weights solely from the current hidden state h i as follows:
where W α ∈ R 2p and b α ∈ R are the parameters to be learned. According to Eq. (2), we can obtain an a ention weight vector α t using so max function as follows:
en the context vector c t ∈ R 2p can be calculated based on the weights obtained from Eq. (3) and the hidden states from h 1 to h t −1 as follows:
Since location-based a ention mechanism only considers each individual hidden state information, it does not capture the relationships between the current hidden state and all the previous hidden states. To utilize the information from all the previous hidden states, we adopt the following two a ention mechanisms in the proposed Dipole .
• General A ention. An easy way to capture the relationship between h t and h i (1 i t − 1) is using a matrix W α ∈ R 2p×2p , and calculating the weight as:
and the context vector c t can be obtained using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4).
• Concatenation-based A ention. Another way to calculate the context vector c t is using a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [2] . We rst concatenate the current hidden state h s and the previous state h i , and then a latent vector can be obtained by multiplying a weight matrix W α ∈ R q×4p , where q is the latent dimensionality. We select tanh as the activation function. e a ention weight vector is generated as follows:
where v α ∈ R q is the parameter to be learned, and we can obtain the context vector c t with Eq. (3) and Eq. (4).
Diagnosis Prediction
Given the context vector c t and the current hidden state h t , we employ a simple concatenation layer to combine the information from both vectors to generate an a entional hidden state as follows:
where W c ∈ R r ×4p is the weight matrix. e a entional vector h t is fed through the so max layer to produce the (t + 1)-th visit information de ned as:
where W s ∈ R | G |×r and b s ∈ R | G | are the parameters to be learned.
Objective Function
Based on Eq. (8), we use the cross-entropy between the ground truth visit information t and the predicted visitˆ t to calculate the loss for all the patients as follows:
Interpretation
In healthcare, the interpretability of the learned representations of medical codes and visits is important. We need to understand the clinical meaning of each dimension of medical code representations, and analyze which visits are crucial to the prediction. Since the proposed model is based on a ention mechanisms, it is easy to nd the importance of each visit for prediction by analyzing the a ention scores. For the t-th prediction, if the a ention score α ti is large, then the probability of the (i + 1)-th visit information related to the current prediction is high. We employ the simple method proposed in [9] to interpret the code representations. We rst use ReLU(W ⊤ ), a non-negative matrix, to represent the medical codes. en we rank the codes by values in a reverse order for each dimension of the hidden state vector. Finally, the top k codes with the largest values are selected as follows: 
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed Dipole model on two real world insurance claims datasets, compare its performance with other state-of-the-art prediction models, and show that it yields higher accuracy. 
Data Description
For both datasets, each visit information includes the ICD-9 diagnosis codes and procedure codes, categorized in accordance with the Current Procedural Terminology (CPT). Table 1 lists more details about the two datasets. 
Experimental Setup
In this subsection, we rst describe the state-of-the-art approaches for EHR representation learning and diagnosis prediction which are used as baselines, and then outline the measures used for evaluation. Finally, we introduce the implementation details.
Baseline Approaches
To validate the performance of the proposed model for diagnosis prediction task, we compare it with several state-of-the-art models. We select three existing approaches as baselines 4 : Med2Vec [9] . Med2Vec, which follows the idea of Skip-gram [22] , is a simple and robust algorithm to e ciently learn medical code representations and predict the medical codes appearing in the following visit based on the current visit information.
RETAIN [11] . RETAIN is an interpretable predictive model in healthcare with reverse time a ention mechanism, a two-level neural a ention model. It can nd in uential past visits and important medical codes within those visits. Since the original RETAIN is used for binary prediction task, we change the nal so max function for satisfying multiple variable prediction, i.e., diagnosis prediction.
RNN. We rst embed visit information into vector representations according to Eq. (1), then feed this embedding to the GRU. e hidden states produced by the GRU are directly used to predict the medical codes of the (t + 1)-th visit using so max according to Eq. (8) . All the parameters are trained together with the GRU.
Our Approaches
Since all the a ention mechanisms proposed in Section 3.2 can be used for RNN model, we propose three variants of RNN as follows:
RNN l . We add location-based a ention model into RNN. e a ention scores are calculated by Eq. (2). en we can obtain the context vectors according to Eq. (4). Based on the context vectors, we can generate a ention hidden states using Eq. (7). Finally, we can predict the medical codes of the (t + 1) visit using Eq. (8) .
RNN . RNN is similar to RNN l , but uses general a ention model, i.e., Eq. (5), to calculate a ention scores.
RNN c . RNN c uses concatenation-based a ention mechanism (Eq. (6)) to calculate a ention weights. e proposed Dipole model is a general framework for predicting diagnoses in healthcare. We show the performance of the following four approaches in the experiments.
Dipole−. is model only uses the hidden states generated by BRNN to predict the next visit information, i.e., without employing any a ention mechanisms.
Dipole l . It is based on location-based a ention mechanism with Eq. (2).
Dipole . Dipole uses general a ention model when calculating the context vectors, i.e., Eq. (5).
Dipole c . Similar to Dipole l and Dipole , Dipole c employs concatenation based a ention mechanism (Eq. (6)) in the predictive model.
Evaluation Strategies
To evaluate the performance of predicting future medical codes for each method, we use two measures: accuracy and accuracy@k . Accuracy is de ned as the correct medical codes ranked in top k divided by | t |, where | t | is the number of medical codes in the (t + 1)-th visit, and k equals to | t |. Accuracy@k is de ned as the correct medical codes in top k divided by min(k, | t |). In our experiments, we vary k from 5 to 30.
Implementation Details
We implement all the approaches with eano 0.7.0 [4] . For training models, we use Adadelta [30] with a mini-batch of 100 patients 5 . We randomly divide the dataset into the training, validation and testing set in a 0.75:0.1:0.15 ratio. e validation set is used to determine the best values of parameters. We also use regularization (l 2 norm with the coe cient 0.001) and drop-out strategies (the drop-out rate is 0.5) for all the approaches. In the experiments, we set the same m = 256, p = 256 and q = 128 for baselines and our approaches. We perform 100 iterations and report the best performance for each method. Table 2 shows the accuracy of the proposed approaches and baselines on both Diabetes and Medicaid datasets for the diagnosis prediction task. #C represents the average number of correct predictions. e number of visits or predictions in the test set is 65,975 in the Diabetes dataset, and 136,023 in the Medicaid dataset. In Table 2 , we can observe that the accuracy of the proposed approaches, including Dipole and RNN variants, is higher than that of baselines on the Diabetes dataset. Since most medical codes are about diabetes, Med2Vec can correctly learn vector representations on the Diabetes dataset. us, Med2Vec achieves the best results among the three baselines. For the Medicaid dataset, the accuracy of RETAIN is be er than that of Med2Vec. e reason is that there are many diseases in the Medicaid dataset, and the categories of medical codes are more than those on the Diabetes dataset. In this case, a ention mechanism can help RETAIN to learn reasonable parameters and make correct prediction.
Results of Diagnosis Prediction
e accuracy of RNN is the lowest among all the approaches on both datasets. is is because the prediction of RNN mostly depends on the recent visits' information. It cannot memorize all the past information. However, RETAIN and the proposed RNN variants, RNN l , RNN and RNN c , can fully take all the previous visit information into consideration, assign di erent a ention scores for past visits, and achieve be er performance when compared to RNN.
Since most of the visits on the Diabetes dataset are related to diabetes, it is easy to predict the medical codes in the next visit according to the past visit information. RETAIN uses a reverse time a ention mechanism for prediction, which will decrease the prediction performance compared with the approaches using a time ordered a ention mechanism. us, the performance of the three proposed RNN variants is be er than that of RETAIN. However, the accuracy of RETAIN is be er than the proposed RNN variants' as the data are about di erent diseases on the Medicaid dataset. Using the reverse time a ention mechanism can help us to learn the correct relationships among visits.
Both RNN and the proposed Dipole− do not use any a ention mechanism, but the accuracy of Dipole− is higher than that of RNN on both the Diabetes and Medicaid dataset. It shows that modeling visit information from two directions can improve the prediction performance.
us, it is reasonable to employ bidirectional recurrent neural networks for diagnosis prediction task. e proposed Dipole c and Dipole l can achieve the best performance on the Diabetes and Medicaid dataset respectively, which shows that both modeling visits from two directions and assigning a di erent weight to each visit can improve the accuracy for diagnosis prediction task in healthcare. On the Diabetes dataset, Dipole l and Dipole c outperform all the baselines and the proposed RNN variants. On the Medicaid dataset, the performance of all the three proposed approaches, Dipole l , Dipole and Dipole c is be er than that of baselines and RNN variants. Table 3 shows the experimental results with the accuracy@k measurement on the Diabetes and Medicaid dataset separately. We can observe that as k increases, the performance of all the approaches improves, but the proposed Dipole approaches show superior predictive performance, demonstrating their applicability in predictive healthcare modeling. In Table 3 , RETAIN can achieve comparable performance with the proposed approaches on the Medicaid dataset. e overall performance of location-based a ention methods, Dipole l and RNN l , is be er than that of other methods, which indicates that location-based a ention performs well on this dataset. RETAIN also uses location-based a ention mechanism.
us, it can obtain high accuracy.
Case Study
To demonstrate the bene t of applying a ention mechanisms in diagnosis prediction task, we analyze the a ention weights learned from one of the proposed approach Dipole c , which uses concatenation based a ention mechanism. Figure 2 shows a case study for predicting the medical code in the sixth visit ( 5 ) based on the previous visits on the Diabetes dataset. e concatenation-based a ention weights are calculated for the visits from the second visit to the h visit according to the hidden states h 1 , h 2 , h 3 and h 4 . us, we have four a ention scores. In Figure 2 , X-axis represents patients, and Y-axis is the a ention weight calculated for each visit. In this case study, we select ve patients. We can observe that for di erent patients, the a ention scores learned by the a ention mechanism are di erent. To illustrate the correctness of the learned a ention weights, we provide an example. For the second patient in Figure 2 , we list all the diagnosis codes in Table 4 . In order to predict the medical codes in the sixth visits, we rst obtain the a ention scores α = [0.2386, 0.0824, 0.3028, 0.3762]. Analyzing this a ention vector, we can conclude that the medical codes in the second, fourth and h visits signi cantly contribute to the nal prediction. From Table 4 , we can observe that the patient su ered essential hypertension in the second and fourth visits, and diagnosed diabetes in the h visits. us, the probability of the sixth visit's medical codes about diabetes and diseases related to essential hypertension is high. According to the proposed approach, we can predict the correct diagnoses that this patient su ers diabetes and hypertensive heart disease. is case study demonstrates that we can learn an accurate a ention weight for each visit, and the experimental results in Section 4.3 also illustrate that the appropriate a ention models can signi cantly improve the performance of the diagnosis prediction task in healthcare.
Code Representation Analysis
e interpretability of medical codes is important in healthcare. In order to analyze the representations of medical codes learned by the proposed model Dipole , we show top ten diagnosis codes with the largest value in each of six columns selected from the hidden representation matrix W ⊤ ∈ R | C |×m in Table 5 . In this way, we can demonstrate the characteristic of each column and map each dimension from the code embedding space to the medical concept.
In Table 5 , we can clearly observe that the codes in all the six dimensions are about diabetes complications, which are in accordance with the complications listed on the American Diabetes Association 6 . Dimension 10 is related to eye complications and Alzheimer's disease. Diabetes can damage the blood vessels of the retina (diabetic retinopathy), potentially leading to blindness, and Type 2 diabetes may increase the risk of Alzheimer's disease. Dimension 38 relates to the complications of neuropathy (nerve damage). Dimension 77 is about heart diseases. It has been established that there is a high correlation between diabetes, heart disease, and stroke. In fact, two out of three patients with diabetes die from heart disease or stroke. Patients with diabetes have a greater risk of depression than people without diabetes. Dimension 79 includes the codes related to mental health. Dimension 141 shows a fact that diabetes may cause skin problems, including bacterial and fungal infections. High blood pressure is one common complication of diabetes shown in dimension 142, which also raises the risk for heart a ack, stroke, eye problems, and kidney disease.
Assumption Validation
In the proposed model, we adopt bidirectional recurrent neural networks to model patient visits instead of recurrent neural networks. To illustrate the bene t of employing bidirectional recurrent neural networks, we analyze the detailed mean accuracy of RNN and Dipole-shown in Figure 3 . We rst divide patients into di erent groups based on the number of visits. e group label is the quotient of the number of visits divided by 15 for the Diabetes dataset and 7 for the Medicaid dataset, which is X-axis in Figure 3 . en we calculate the weighted average accuracy (Y-axis) of di erent groups, i.e., n MA n * C n n C n , where MA n is the mean accuracy of all the patients with n visits, and C n is the number of patients with n visits. From Figure 3 , we can observe that the average accuracy of Dipole-is be er than that of RNN in di erent groups. On the Diabetes dataset, the weighted mean accuracy of RNN increases when the number of visits becomes larger.
is is because the codes of visits on the Diabetes dataset are all about diabetes, and RNN can make correct prediction according to recent visits' information. However, the codes on the Medicaid dataset are related to multiple diseases, and it is hard to correctly predict the future visit information when the sequences are too long. us, the weighted mean accuracy signi cantly drops when the number of visits is large on the Medicaid dataset. Figure 4 shows the di erence of weighted mean accuracy between Dipole-and RNN in di erent groups. We can observe that with the increase of the number of visits, the di erence also augments dramatically. It demonstrates that bidirectional recurrent neural networks can "remember" more information when the sequences are long, and make correct predictions with their memories.
us, modeling patient visits with bidirectional recurrent neural networks is reasonable.
Diagnosis prediction is a challenging and important task, and interpreting the prediction results is a hard and vital problem for predictive model in healthcare. Many existing work in diagnosis prediction employs deep learning techniques, such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs), to model the temporal and high dimensional EHR data. However, RNN-based approaches may not fully remember all the previous visit information, which leads to the incorrect prediction. To interpret the predicting results, existing work introduces location-based a ention model, but this mechanism ignores the relationships between the current visit and the past visits.
In this paper, we propose a novel model, named Dipole, to address the challenges of modeling EHR data and interpreting the prediction results. By employing bidirectional recurrent neural networks, Dipole can remember the hidden knowledge learned from the previous and future visits.
ree a ention mechanisms allow us to interpret the prediction results reasonably. Experimental results on two large real world EHR datasets prove the e ectiveness of the proposed Dipole for diagnosis prediction task. Analysis shows that the a ention mechanisms can assign di erent weights to previous visits when predicting the future visit information. We demonstrate that the learned representations of medical codes are meaningful. Finally, an experiment is conducted to validate the reasonableness and e ectiveness of modeling patient visits with bidirectional recurrent neural networks.
